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Abstract: The nano-wires were prepared by Liquid Phase Pulsed Laser Ablation LP-PLA method of p-n Si
wafers in distilled water. Nitrogen UV laser was used at differentpowerwith total average laser powers up to
0.539 GW/cm2, to ablate p-n CZ Si crystalline wafers in double distilled water. The formed nano-wires were
characterized using High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope HRTEM and Selected Area Electron
Diffraction SAED. The optical properties of the preparednano-wires were measured to determine the highest
optical absorption as a function of p-n Si crystalline sizes. The Photoluminescence spectra of the samples were
also measured utilizing photo-excitation at 438.3±0.15 nm. Such optical properties suggested suitable optical
properties of the nano-wires to absorb solar spectra and provide suitable and higher efficiencyphotons to be
absorbed by the conventional solar cell thus working as antenna. Performance of the stacked device was
determined by comparing the I-V characteristics of the conventional solar cells with and without the stackedp-n
Si crystalline nano-wires. Higher efficiency that varied between 2.46 and 18.44% were determined.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The potential application for silicon has become very attractive due to the great abundance on the earth
where the miniaturization led to new properties that are required in many applications such as medicine,
structural materials, agricultural field the environmental bioremediation, solar cells, etc. [1-3]. Silicon
nanoparticles is non-toxic for biological systems through the preparation with the appropriate structural
characteristics and applied in the correct doses [4]. As silicon nanoparticle has two different types (i) siliconnanomaterials (Si-NMs) which identical to the original silicon (Si–Si), (ii) Silica nanomaterials (silicon oxide,
SiO2), that has great thermal stability and mechanical resistance which lead to approximately the ideal
substrates for functionalization in technological platform for Opto-and microelectronic circuits, antibodies [5,6],
proteins, and small molecules [7,8].
The optical properties of silicon nanostructures such as; silicon nanoparticles (Si NPS) [11], porous
silicon [12,13], and silicon nanowire [14], depends not only on the sizes of silicon nanocrystals but also on the
chemistry of nanocrystal surface [15,16] make them very promising material for solar cell and light-emitting
devices. Where various enriched oxide (SiO2) systems have been proposed such as SiO2 layer doped with silicon
nanoparticles [17], oxidized porous silicon [18], and Si/SiO 2 superlattices [19]. for achieving high emission
yield in UV-visible wavelength range.
For more than 20 years silicon solar cells are dominating the world market, but the power conversion,
despite world active efforts is still around 23-25% efficiency. Ever since the establishment of solar cells, the
amorphous silicon solar cells form more than 78% of the world photo-voltaic market. Multijunction technology
of semiconductors was adopted to convert efficiently the solar spectrum to electric energy, known as Power
Converging Efficiency (PCE). However, the Multijunction Solar Cells MJSC are expensive devices to produce
[20-22]. Recently semiconductor nanowires structures attracted considerable attention [23]. Looking for
materials of excellent electronic and optical properties, Silicon (Si) materials have excellent electronic and
optical properties that can be obtained by fabricating nanostructures. Silicon nanowires are significant onedimensional semiconductors and have exceptional electronic and optical properties compared to that of parent
bulk Si.
The wide industry of conventional solar cells will not be affected, while the new Si wires industry [2426] might flourish. One of the techniques for synthesis nanoparticles is the liquid phase pulsed laser ablation
technique that’s an effective and simple method to prepare nanoparticles from solid targets [27-30]. Where
pulsed laser irradiates a material, its energy is absorbed depending on the absorption characteristics of the
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material. wherein metal, the transfer of energy causes the movement of the free electrons across the surface.
However, in a non-metallic material bound electrons to vibrate, which leads to an increase in the temperature of
the material. these increases in the temperature can cause different phenomena on the material surface
depending on the amount of energy and the duration of the incident pulse, such as fusion, vaporization and
forms a plasma [31]. One of the phenomena is the ablation that is observed as the partial or total destruction of
the surface. By increasing the deposited energy above the threshold of the material, the vibration and increasing
the temperature produces the electrons to detach from their bonds and break the atomic structure [32,33.].
Recently, this technique considers as a one-step green synthesis for efficient bio-conjugated
nanoparticles which has many practical applications in fluorescence imaging and drug delivery [34-37]. High
yield preparation of blue-emitting ultra-small colloidal Si NPS (1– 3 nm) by nanosecond pulse laser ablation of
porous Si powder in an organic solution demonstarted byNakamura et al., [38]. Also, the synthesis of silicon
nanoparticles with a diameter range of 1–10 nm by ablating porous silicon wafer using femtosecond laser in
liquid medium reported by Vendamani et.al.[39].
In this work we synthesis p-n Si nanowires by liquid-phase pulsed laser ablation. That’s used to
fabricate a device by stacking crystalline p-n Si nano-wires on top of conventional silicon solar cells. Where Si
nanowires can absorb [40-46] the parts of the solar spectrum that are not utilized by the commercial cells and
emit photons suitable to be absorbed by the commercial cells.The suitable nanowires were then used as an
antenna to harvest part of the solar light and emit an extra light spectrum to be absorbed by the commercial solar
cell.

II.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

In the present experiment, CZ monocrystalline wafers of p-n-Silicone semiconductors wafer with
dimensions of 2 × 2 𝑐𝑚2 surface area and 2 μm thickness. The Chemical compositions of target materials
(wt%) obtained through EDX measurements are illustrated in Table 1. The wafer was carefully cleaned by
alcohol spray in the air and then immersed in 3ml double distilled water placed in a quartz cell. Pulses fromthe
PIN Nitrogen UV laser were employed in the ablation of the silicon wafer immersed in the double-distilled
water as illustrated in figure 1. The 0.2 HZ Nitrogen laser provided laser pulses of λ = 337 nm wavelength, pulse
duration of15 nanoseconds, and power 337mJ/ pulse. Several samples were prepared using a different number of
pulses starting from 50 pulses up to 800 pulses. The transparent solution of each sample wasintroduced into an
ultrasonic vibration system for 30 minutes until they turned greyish in color forming the colloidal solution of
nanocrystal silicon wires.
Table 1: Chemical compositions of target materials (wt%).
Element

Weight%

Atomic%

OK

6.12

10.30

Si K

92.62

88.85

Ca K

1.26

0.85

Fig.1 Schematic representation of the experimetal set up: the Nitrogen laser system is represented on the left
hand side and the UV emerging Laser beam was focused by a spherical quartz lens on the surface area of clean
pn-Si sheet immersed in double distilled water,in a quartz cell as shown on the right hand side of the figure.
The different samples were characterized each at a time by HRTEM High-Resolution Transmission
Electron Microscope ( HRTEM JEOL JEM-2100 ) and Selected Area Electron Diffraction ED measurements.
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Optical absorption spectra in the range of 200 to 900 nm were measured for each sample using UVVisible spectrophotometer type (UV-Vis PG Ins. Ltd T80+). Photoluminescence measurements were measured
using the system shown in figure 2, where Argon laser providing laser wavelength 490 ± 1.21𝑛𝑚nm of power
output approximately 50 mW, was used.

Fig. 2 Photoluminescence measurement System

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

HRTEM images were performed to study the effect of the laser shots on synthesis of silicon
nanoparticles in doubled distilled water as shown in figures 3(a–d). By beginning Ablating the p-n Si wafers in
distilled water with total average laser power of 3.37W (50 shots) silcon nano-wires start to formed although it
wasn’t sufficenet enough as illustarted in figure 3(a) showed with averaage length 114.035 nm and average
diamter ~15.52 ± 1.15𝑛𝑚. We systematically increased the laser shots until we reached 800 pulses making
sure to keep the same conditions of the laser pulses and specially the energy per pulse. Ablating the p-n Si
wafers in distilled water by depositing total average laser power of 6.74W (100 laser pulses) the crystalline
nanowires formed with average length 71.982 nm and average diamter ~12.03 ± 0.35𝑛𝑚 as seen in figure 3(b)
and nanowire density ~ × 1010 /𝑐𝑚2 .

(e)
Fig. 3 HRTEM and ED images for the p-n Silicon nano-wires at (a)50,(b)100,(c)200 and (d)800 Laser pulses.
(e) show the relation between the average length and the average diamter with the laser shots.
While increasing the total average laser power to be 13.48W (200 laser pulses) deposited in p-n Si
wafers in distilled water the Si nanowires synthesis with average length 170.579 nm and average diameter of
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~8.97 ± 0.15𝑛𝑚 and nanowire density of ~ × 1012 /𝑐𝑚2 , figure 3(c).By depositing the total average laser
power of 53.92W (800 laser pulses) in p-n Si wafers in distilled water we obtained Si nanowires with average
length 138.808 nm and average diamter~6.444 ± 2.75𝑛𝑚 6 and nanowire density of ~ × 1013 /𝑐𝑚2 as
ilustarted in figure 3(d).
The nano-wires selected area electron diffraction of each sample shown inset of the figures indicates
(111) p-n Si Crystalline structure as in the originally used wafers irrespective of the applied ablating conditions.
Most important is the clarity of the diffraction rings and high clarity which might be attributed to the density of
the p-n Si nano-wires.
Figuer 3(e) show the relation between the number of laser shots with the average length and average
diamter as ilustarted the average dimater decrease gradually by increasing the number of shots while the
particles density increase.
The optical absorption spectra of the different p-n Si crystalline nanowires formed by LP-LPA using
different laser shots (50, 100, 200 and 800) of the UV nitrogen laser are given in figure 4(a). One notices that
the optical absorption of the different n-p Si nanowires for optical spectrum ranging from 200 nm to 450 nm
(important-range of the solar UV spectrum) shows interesting features.
The optical absorption spectrum-for all the samples show nearly constant absorption value for the
photons of wavelength range from 0.460 μm to 0.720 μm comprising the UV of the solar spectrum. The
absorption coefficient of the 0.220 μm photons varies slowly from 0.55 to 0.65 ABS (norm) for the samples
prepared by 50 to 200 UV laser Shots. While it shoots up to 0.85 ABS (norm) for the samples prepared by 800
shots. A small peak shown at wavelength 0.750 μm for samples ablated at 100,200 and 800 laser shots. At
photons of wavelength 0.940 μm the absorption drops for all the samples to 0.13, 0.44 ABS (norm) for the first
three samples. While it drops to 0.64 ABS (norm) for samples prepared by 800 UV laser shots.
a

b

Fig. 4 (a) shows the absorption Spectra for p-n Si nanowires. (b) The photoluminescence spectra for all the
crystalline p-n Si nanowires formed by 50, 100,200 and 800 UV laser shots
The photoluminescence spectra given in figure 4(b) for all the samples exhibit the same
photoluminescence line centered at 615 ± 0.15 nm. For the sample prepared by 800 UV laser shots, relatively
high PL spectral intensity is encountered. This is in accordance with previous inherent absorption spectra.
The I-V characteristic were carried out after treating the samples by ultrasonic shaker. Equal number of
drops from each sample taken by fine needle were placed between two glass covers of a microscope and placed
on the commercial solar cell with illuminating solar simulator. The measurements were taken for the
commercial cell with and without the samples and using a solar simulator, schematic diagram shown in figure
5(a).
As illustrated in figure 5(b) the I-V value enhance gradually with laser shots which relative to the
diameter of the nanowire and the particles density, where largest value achieved during using 800 shots for
ablated p-n Si. The nanowires fluoresce in the visible range. This means the increase of the light intensity
suitable to be absorbed by the commercial cells.
One can say that the p-n Si nanowires are fluorophores. We conclude that:
1) Nanowires prepared by 50 UV laser shots produced 2.46% efficiency increase
2) Nanowires prepared by 100 UV laser shots produced 10.82% efficiency increase
3) Nanowires prepared by 200 UV laser shots produced 16.804% efficiency Increase
4) Nanowires prepared by 800 UV laser shots produced 18.446% efficiency Increase.
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I want to correct (b) by x1/2for the y
axiswithout nanowires

Solar Simulator

a

Fig.5. (a) schematic diagrame for the I-V
circuit, (b) measurments of I-V with and
without silicon nanowires

I– V Circuit

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this study the commercial solar cells
were used as manufactured, no change of the
conventional solar cells structure was
approached. The p-n Si nanowires were utilized
pn Si – Nanowire enclosed
as an extra source of light or as fluorescent
Conventional
material that absorbs the solar UV spectral
Solar Cell
intensity, which is not utilized by the
commercial solar cells. The nanowires fluoresce
in the visible range,which indicatestheincrease
in the light intensity suitable to be absorbed by
the commercial cells. One might call them antennas to collect the UV part of the solar radiation.
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